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Abstract

The description of nonlinear wave phenomena in terms of

normal modes contra that of electric fields is discussed.

The possibility of defining higher order normal modes is

pointed out and the field energy is expressed in terms of

the normal mode and the electric field.
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Introduction

In the description of nonlinear wave phenomena, a problem

on how to reduce the number of variables. For the analytical

treatment it is desirable to express all the variables

corresponding to a particular mode in only one amplitude.

In a linearized plasma model this is very simple since a

Fourier analysis of the system of equations of motion yields

a linear algebraic system of equations in the different

dynamic variables and it is easy to express one amplitude

in terms of the others. In a nonlinear model, however, this

method is not practical. Instead some approximate method

must be used. Since in general we consider weakly nonlinear

situations, a reasonable approximation would be to use the

linear relations between the amplitudes in order to reduce

the number of variables. This approximation has been widely

used [1,2] and yields in most cases satisfactory results.

There is, however, another possibility, that is the use of

linear combinations, normal modes, ot the different dynamic

variables as is the procedure in the coupled-mode approach

[3-5]. Also in this case it is, however, necessary to make

substitutions in the nonlinear terms. The purpose of the

present investigation is to compare these two methods of

approach by studying higher order terms in order to find out

in what respect the results differ. ',
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A simple plasma model

Since our plasma model will be used here only to illustrate

some formal procedures we will choose a very simple model,

a cpld beam-plasma system and we will confine ourselves

to the study of longitudinal waves propagating in the

direction of the beam. By Fourier-analyzing the hydrodynamic

equations of motion in space we obtain:
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Here E is the electric field, N + n is the electron density

and V + v is the electron velocity. Capital N and V denotes

d.c. components and subindex p and b denote plasma and beam

respectively. The nonlinear terms NL are not written out

explicitly and in fact the following discussion is valid

for any kind of driving force. The interacting modes are

obtained as solutions to the linearized system (1), We then

Fourier-analyze also in time and obtain the linear dispersion

relation:

e(cú,k) = 0

where the dielectric function e(u>,k) has the form
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Description in terms of electric field

If we would like to obtain a nonlinear description expressed

only in terms of the electric field E, we Fourier-analyze

(1) also in time. We then drop the nonlinear terms in order

to be able to express v , vfa and nfa in E. The approximate

nonlinear equation for E will then have the form

NL (3)

where e(u,k) is given by (2). A relation corresponding to

(3) for more general systems may be written:

= NL (4)

where D(u>,k).is termed the dispersion function. It should

here be noticed that due to the nonlinear term NL the

frequency u in (3) and (4) will differ somewhat from the

corresponding solution issQ of the linear dispersion relation

D((i>Q,k) = 0. The relations (3) and (4) are termed nonlinear

dispersion relations.
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We are now interested in determining the variation of the

electric field in time corresponding to (4). Since for weak

honlinearity E will be built up only of frequencies near the

mode frequency uuf we may expand D(co,k) around Ü>Q obtaining

IS •••]
(5)

This expansion is of course only valid for frequencies o>

within the radius of convergence of the expansion in Eq. (5).

This means that if E is small for frequencies o> outside

the radius of convergence, we obtain a small error when we

transform back to the time domain obtaining:

i 32D ***
NL (6)
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Here we have made use of the relation D(uo,k) - 0 and EQ(t)

is the slowly varying amplitude of the wave. The expansion

(6) is usually truncated after the first term. As it turns

out, however, also the second term may sometimes yield

significant contributions [6-8].

Coupled mode method

In the coupled mode method of approach the substitution of

amplitudes in the linear part of (1) is avoided by introducing

normal modes i.e. linear combinations of the dynamic variables

that are characteristic of the mode and the plasma model.

The plasma mode a is constructed in such a way that it
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satisfies

Sa

at
ioia (7)

in the linear description, even if we do not assume that

the different dynamic variables vary harmonically in time.

For the plasma model (1) we write a as

a = E + + c2n b + c3vp
(8)

In order to find the coefficients c. we introduce (8) into

(7) and eliminate the derivatives by means of the system (1)

where the terms NL are dropped. We then put the resulting

coefficient of each of the dynamic variables equal to zero

since they are allowed to vary independently of each other.

This yields the coefficients c. and we obtain:

B - i I
e
V eV.

(o,-kVb)
1 vb - i nb ~

S-Eve OJ p

(9)

As a condition for the nontrivial solution (9) to be valid

we also obtain the condition that u> satisfies the linear

dispersion relation e(u,k) = 0.

The corresponding nonlinear equation satisfied by a may now

be written

da
"3t NL

L
where as yet we have used no linear relations between the

different dynamic variables. By introducing the normal mode
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a we avoid expansions of the type (6) in the linear part of

our equations.

The relation between the two descriptions

In the linear approximation we may substitute the linear

expressions for vfa, v and nb in E into (9), thus obtaining

a linear relation between a and E. This relation may be written:

(11)

where s = e(w,k) is given by (2). Since in the derivation of

(11) we have used linear relations, the definition (11) of a

is not sufficient for the avoidance of higher order dispersive

terms. For the derivation of a more accurate relation between

a and E we will use the more general formulation in terms of

D(u,k). The linear relation between a and E then takes the

form

a J-12e 0 3(0
(12)

We now write

iuta = A(t)e

and introduce a function f(w) such that

(13)

• . ' ; • *

(14)

The nonlinear dispersion relation (4) may then be written

D(u,k) = NL (15)
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The condition for higher order dispersive terms in the

expansion of (15) to become zero may now be written

|JJ (D(u,k)f(oi)) = c'

where č is a constant. This yields

D(ü),k) C(w-w0) (16)

where D(wQ,k) = 0. We thus have

By expanding around ÜI=UQ and transforming back to the time

domain we obtain [9]

_ 1 [3D i 32D (17)

L

The constant C is arbitrary. However, we will use C = e Q,

thus recovering (12) in the lowest order approximation. The

relation (17) may be considered as a general definition of

the normal mode A.

The first term in (17) means only a renormalization of E.

Thus the difference between the descriptions in terms of A

and E is expressed by the higher order dispersive terms.

To determine the influence of all the higher order terms

is of course impossible. The effect of the second order term

has, however, been studied [6-8]. A characteristic parameter

for this term is the factor



1 32D , 3D (18)

It was found [7,8] that the second order term introduces

a new time scale characterized by the frequency

• - 1 (19)

If E^ is zero at the frequency w^, the second order term has

a very weak influence. If due to wave interaction or some

disturbance, E is excited at tüD, an oscillation of frequency

u D will be superimposed on E Q(t). These oscillations turn out

to be very stable [8]. If oscillations are excited on inter-

acting waves the oscillations may interact resonantly. When

calculated to second dispersive order the field energy may

be written:

w - i l (1 -2Ö ffl EE (20)

where

E = iBl-e**

The superimposed oscillation modulates JEJ and <č in such

a way'that W remains a constant [8], Fig. 1 shows a numerical

solution of the interaction between three waves in the presence

of dispersive oscillations [8].
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Fig. 1. The interaction of three waves in the presence of
second order dispersive oscillations.

A condition for this solution to be valid is that <i>D stays

within the radius of convergence of (5). As an example we

may consider the plasma model given by (1). The radius of

convergence may be written:

: 1

vř*. .v

This yields for our case

(21)

R - |w - kVb|

Moreover we have

i-i-ií

2 2
+ —JĚ

lů. T

(u-kVb)
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This expression way often ba approximated in such a way that

we obtain for beam-modes

2Tu-kVb)

and for plasma-modes

(23)

(24)

thus we have |u>0| = § R for beam-modes and |wD| < R If

kVb > 3u for plasma-modes. Since wD w 2w for plasma-modes,

the oscillations at u>D are insignificant. For the beam-modes,

however, the situation is different.. We also find that in

general the frequency corresponding to third dispersive

order will be situated outside the radius of convergence

for beam-modes.

Higher order normal modes

Obviously it is possible to generalize the procedure leading

to (16) so that we obtain an arbitrary number of higher

order dispersive terms in our expansion. The corresponding

amplitudes may be termed higher order normal modes. Thus

the second order mode A*2* is defined by

E m g(u))A{2> (25)

L
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where we impose the condition

,(2)

We may then writes

12)D(w,k)g(w) s* C* ' (U-WQ) (u-w.,)

where D((úQfk) = 0 and thus

D(w,k)E = C (2) (w- (26)

The equation of motion for A may be written:

3A
It

(2) a2A(3)
NL (27'

Here wQ is the mode frequency and u^ is as yet undetermined.

In order to find the second order normal mode for a specific

physical situation it is convenient to start from the relation

between the second order normal mode and the normal mode i.e.

3A
3t

(2) (2) (28)

where K is a constant. For simplicity we introduce u_ «=

and we obtain

(2) • A + ke (29)

where k is a constant of integration. As an example we now

consider simple plasma oscillations. By expressing the
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lut
the oscillatory velocity as v =» vQe

 p and the electric
iu t
Pfield in the form E = EQe

 p we obtain the linear equations

r - -1 Eo - (30a)

vr -1 Vo - %Eo (30b)

The normal mode A is here

* - Eo - iwP I
 vo (31)

Let us introduce the second order normal mode A as
(2)

(2) - Eo + avQ

We then obtain

i(0DA
{ 2 ) io)Dot)v0 -

« | - iü)D)E I V
From which

og
and

L
f - K -

yielding

= O

•.;%>.
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a = — (iüi- - iüK - K)

and

with the solution

I K X (32)

L

It'Is here most suitable to choose K pure imaginary. We then

obtain real solutions for uD if |ic| is small enough. We thus

find that our second order normal mode is stable and differs

from A only when uiD is near u . For the beam plasma case we

obtain an equation of third degree in ui_. Thus there will be

more freedom in the choice of u~ for this case and it is

possible to have u>D << COQ in analogy with the situation for

the second order dispersive contribution to the electric

field.

The larger freedom to choose u»D as a function of K for the

beam plasma system was to be exptected since this system

contains more than one time scale. The higher order normal

modes may be considered as intermediate descriptions between

the normal mode and the electric field. To normal modes of

all orders, however, corresponds an expansion of the

corresponding dispersion function which has an infinite

radius of convergence. If oiD has a positive imaginary part,

the second order normal mode will tend to become proportional

to the first order normal mode (the normal mode) which fulfills

trivially the conditions also as a second order normal mode.
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The field energy

We will finally make a few comments on the expression for

the field energy. The time derivative of the.mean electric

field energy may be written:

Ü-i(» (33)

where D is now the displacement.

For longitudinal waves, 4r has the same expansion in

derivatives of £ as -̂ p. We may thus write:

(34)

It is easily verified that this expression is also valid

for the electromagnetic case. To first dispersive order we

now have:

(EA* + E*A)

9o second order we obtain

(35)

W
(2J (36)

L

In (36) A is considered to contain the first two terms in

(17), but W* is the result obtained when A consists only

of the first term in (17). We find that for the definition

of A made here the expression for the field energy does not

explicitly depend on u.
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Conclusions

We have here considered some questions concerning the normal

mode description contra the description in terms of electric

fields of plasma systems. The possibility for the field

amplitudes to oscillate without changing the time dependence

of the normal mode elucidates an interesting degree of

freedom of the system. The corresponding observation is

also true concerning the higher order normal modes, Our

discussion furthermore shows how strongly the convergence

of expansions of the type (6) depends on the considered

dynamical system and the special amplitude studied. The

descriptions of a system in terms of the amplitudes E and A

may in a certain sense be considered as complementary. This

fact is illustrated by the exact expression (34) for the

derivative of the field energy.
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